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The purpose ot this investigation is to study the means
of beneficiating daoestic manganese ores in order that a market-
able prcxluct may be made. Within the limits ot this paper the
term. "'mangane se ores" is applied to those ores mined primarily
for their manganese content, to the exclusion of msnganiferous
iron and silver ores.
INTRODUCTION.
This introduction CO.tLsists necessarily of data which
has been published a number or times previously in various
toms. It is included herein with the object of recalling to
the mind or the possible reader some of the characteristics of
manganese, and the ccnd1tions which face the danest1c producer
of manganese ores.
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Pro;perties ot Manganese •.
Manganese belongs to group seven in Mendeljetf's per-
iodic chart ot the alements. It resembles iron in certain pro-
perties and, to a lesser extent, cobalt and nickel. It is never
:found tree in nature, but generally occurs as an oxide, silicate
or carbonate.
Manganese is a silvery white, crystalline, brittle
metal. Its sIecific gravity is between 7.13 and 8; atomic weight,
54.6; melting point, 12300 Ce; boiling :point, 1900° C.; electri-
cal conductivity, 0..02 when silver is taken as 1. Its chemical
properties are san~what similar to those ot iron. Its great
activity makes 1 t a good a.oxidizer and desulphurizer in the InanU:-
f'acture of' steel. To a scd1um. carbonate bead in an oxidizing
flame, mangamse imparts a characteristic bluish green color; to
a borax bead in an oxidizing flame it gives a purplish, or
amethystine, color.
Manganese Minerals.
The manganese content of the 11thosphere is approximate-
ly 0.12 per cent. The more important minerals are described
briefly below.
Pyrolusite, 'the dioxid~ (:MaO.), c01'llrtitates the chief'
ore o-t commerce. When pure it c(Jltains 65.63 per cent manganese
end 36.36 per cent oxygen. Its specific grayi ty is 4.75 to 4.86;
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hardness 2 to 2.5; color, gray of steel, or black of iron. The
mineral i s otten found combined with quant i ties of silica, iron,
lime or baryta; frequently very intimately mixed. It is some-
times found in a powdered fo:rm and in small grains, but more of-
ten it is massive.
Psilomelane, the hydrated dioxide, has a variable oam-
position. The approximate tor.mula is 4 MnO. + MIlO + DRaO. The
content of ~tallic manganese ranges from 45 to 60 per cent.
It is often asscciated wi 1h silica, iron, and baryta. Its speci-
fic gravity is fran 3.7 to 4.7; hardness 5 to 6; its color is
black.
Braunite, the sesquioxide of manganese (Mn.O.), is
often associated wi th small proportions of silica. Its specific
gravi ty ranges from 4.75 to 4.82; hardness 6 ~o 6.5; content of
,metallic maDganese 64.3 per cent.
Mangan1te, the hydrated sesquioxide(Mn.O. • HIO) , has
a specific granty of 4.73 to 4.86; ita hardness is 5 to 5.6;
c,cntent of metallic me.:nganese, 72.1 per cent. It is brownish
black in color.
~t which is canposed of oxides and hydrates in vari-
able proportions, is an impure ma~aD8se oxide that grades into
psilame1ane. Its sp'citic gran1;y 1s 3 to 4.3; hardnesa, 1 to 6;
content ot metallic lD8.llgaD8se is variable. It usually contains a
high percentage of water, s cmetimes as 1D1ch as 20 per cent. Its
oolor is black or brown.
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Rhodochrosite, a caxbonate of manganese (MnOO,), has
a specific gravity of 3.45 to 3.6. Its hardness is 3.5 to 4.5;
eantent o:t' metallic manganese, 46.86 pel.' cent. Its color ranges
:t'rom light to dark rose.
Rhodenite, a silioate of manganese (MnSiO, ), has a
specific gravi~of 3.4 to 3.68; its hardness is 5.5 to 6.5;
content of metallic manganese, 4.86 per cent. It is rose-colored.
Bementi ta J a hydrosilicate of ma.I€anese (2 MnSiOs • HaO) ,
has a specific gravit,y of 2.9. It is gray to pink in 00101.'.
Naotocite, is a hydrated iron and manganese silicate
of the general formula FesiO. • MnS10. • HIO.
Franklinite, is a mineral cOltaming zinc, iron, and
manganese. Its 00101.' is black and it resembles magnetite. ~e
only important occurrence is at Fnmkl.1n Furnace, New J'arsey.
Ot all the minerals of manganese only the carbonates
and oxides have a comm.erciel value at present. Small amounts of
the silicates have been used in the manufacture ot s11100-
manganese and silica-spiegel.
In addition to the minerals mentioned, a great number
of the ores of irCll J notably hematite, COD. tain manganese and are
known as manganiferous iron ores. Also certain manganiferous
silver ares are mined primarily for their silver value.
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Uses of'Manganese.
Between 90 and 95 per cent of theIIllDganese produced in,
and imported into, the Un!ted states is oonsumed in the steel in-
dustry. It is used not on1y to deox idize and reoarburize the
molten metal, thereby making possible the production of cleaner
and sounder ingots, but also to impart oertain qualities by enter-
ing into the finisb3d produot. Small quantities of' manganese
make steel eas:ier to work and stronger in service. At the same
time impurities, such as sulphur and phosphorous are taken into
combination and rendered 1ess hamt'ul.. Relatively small quanti-
ties of manga:rese steel are made whioh oontain 11 to 14 per cent
or more of lmIlLganese and possess special qualities ot hardness
aDd strength.
For use in stee1 making, manganese ore is smeil ted into
Intermedi ate alloys in wbich the mangamse is combined 111 th vaxy-
ing quantit iss of irent silicon, and oarbon. Fomerly, practi-
cally the on.ly alloys used were ferroma~anese and sp1egeleisen.
During the War t s1lico-manganese en d s1lico-sl'iegel assun.ed more
or less prominence. The approximate range of composition of these
a110Y8 1s 8iven in 'fabl.e I.
During the War tb3se specifications underwent consider-
abl.e reTis ion to make l'ract1cabla the use of 1ean domestic ores.
A. number of steel. JD8.mf'acturers are now producing 70 per cent
f'errauanganese for u 8& in certain processes of their own.
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Tab1.e I. Range of Composi tioD. or Manganese Alloys.s,
Alloy Per cent Per cent Per cent Per centManganese Iron Silicon Carbon
Ferromanganese 78 - 82 8 -, 15 5 - 1.5 5 - 7
Spiegeleisen 18 -' 22 70 - eo 1.0 5 - 6
Silico-manganese 55 - 70 20 - 5 25 .35
Silico-spiegel 20 - 50 67 - 43 4-7 1.5 - 3.5
:Lw'eld, C. M., Mangamse: Uses, preparation, mining costs, manu-
facture of ferro-alloys; Bull.. 173, U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1920.
The use of ferromaxganese is beooming universal with
increased production of' steel. The use ot the other alloys is
restr icted by the fact that for the sa.m9 amount of msnganese
larger amounts at 1mpurities are introduoed into the finished pro-
duet.
Ores used in the prothotim at these intermediate al-
loys are termed metallurgical ores. They m.ay vary. oonsiderably,
depeDding on the alloy to be made fran them. Praotioally all
iron and phosphorous entering the blast furnace will be found in
the al.1.oy- pro duced. Except in the maldng of s ilioc-manganese t
all tis silica entermg the blast furnace 11'111 tom. s1ag carrying
with it .8. proportional 8IDOunt of :me.~8Jlese. For this reason 1t
1s essential that the si11ca ccntent be low so that the slag Tol-
umes ...111 be sma.U and the maIJgaD.es8 loSs8S not excessive.
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Ores for the production of 00 per cent grade ferro-
ma~anese should contain not less than 40 per cent metallic man-
ganese; for 70 per cent grade, not less than 35 per cent manganese.
In general the desimble ratio of iron to manganese in the ora is
at least 1 to ~O far 80 percent ferro and 1 to 5 for 70 per cent
ferro. Si~ioa should be below 8 :per cant and phosphorous below
0.25 per cent.
For the production of spiegeleisen the specifications
for the ores are similar to twae for ferromanganese, save that
iron may rep~aoe a c ansiderable portion of the IIImganese. Ores
c aJ. taming 15 to 35 per cent manganese are usually classified as
spiegeleia6n ores.
When the allOT to be produced is 8il1eo~ganes8 or
s11100-81'ieg81 a much higher eontent of sUica 1s acceptable than
'tor ferranangaD8se or spiege1e1sen. Ores w1th 30 to 40 per eent
manganese and 20 to 25 18r cent sUice.' ca.n be used in the IDBking
of s1lico-ma,nganese. The ratio of sUica. to manganese may be
higher 1f the usUll sleg making oonstituents are 'absent. It 1s
also possible that a pert ot the phosphorous may be volatilized
in the electric fUrnace, thus ra1s iD.g the pemissible limi t for
that element. Roughly, tlB same holds true for sUieo-spiegel
with the substitution of iron for a part of the manganese.
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A small anxnmt of ferromanganese is used in t1B p reduc-
tion of high grade bronze. The funotion of manganese is not so
much to act as an ingredient of the alloy, but to serve as a car-
rier of the iron neoessary to insure the required strength and
elastio lirriit. Manganese above 0.05 per cent should not be present
in the fini s had alloy.
Considerable manganese ore is used as an oxi. dizer in in-
dustries other than metallurgical. The value depends, not on the
mangamse ccntent, but on available oxygen present. Pyrolusite
is the ore oommonl.y used. It may ccntain phosphorous md s1l10a,
but must be low in lime and the metals electro-negative to zinc.
SIlecifieations usually require 70 to 80 per cent MIlO.; oobalt,
nickel, aId arsenic smuld not be above a trace. 'fhe principal
chemical uses are in the manufacture of dry oell batteri.es,
paints and chemicals.
The use of m9EJlganiferou.s iron ores for the product! on
of n:e.nganif'erous pig iron 1s mentioned in passing, as is also
the use of manganiferous fluxing ore.
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Deposits of Manganese Ores.
Manganese minerals are widely distributed in nature J
but only in a few areas may they truly be classified as ores.
Compared with those at certain foreign countries the
developed deposits of the United states are modest. Conservativa
estimates place our proven resources at 800,000 tons of high
grade ore wl~h an additional 1,130,000 tons in prospect. Over
17,000,000 tons of material razging between 5 and 35 per cent man-
sganese are known to exist. 'rhe probabili ty is that our resources
'Tariff' Information Surveys; Ores of ferro-alloys J 1921, p. 9.
are greatly in excess of these amounts t producers in the Butte
district alone maintain that there are several million ions of
ore
plus 35 per cent gra~ ·In tba t area.
The more important danestio deposits J exclusi ve of m.en-
ganiterous iron and silver ores, are in the following states:
Alabama, Arkansas, Ariz ena,. Oalifornia, The Oarolinas, Colorado,
Georgia, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Tennessee, utah,
Virginia, ani Washington.
W1 th certain exceptions, the high grade deposi. ts are
rel.atively small; deposi ts low :in IlB1.ganese are considerable· in
aize. In the aggregate, the total qUSllti ty' of manganese-bearing.
minerals is l.arge.
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Regarding the geologic origin, Harders states that the
'lSRarder, E. C., Manganese deposits of the Uni ted states; Bull. 427,
u. S. Geological SUrvey, 1910, p. 4.
majority of the deposits are largely the result of secondary con-
centration. The ores or the eastern United states, Arkansas, the
Lake Superior District, LeadVille, and other silver distli cts,
and of Califomia are of thi s type. Considerable rhodonite and
rhodochrosite, occurring in the unoxidized parts of silver veins
at Butte, are the result of primary concentration from igneous
intrusions. -rhe ores of Arka.nsas are largely reconcentrations
from low-grade secondary deposits derived from the decomposition
of crysta.lline roclm. The Oalifomia ores are concentrati. ons
within chert lenses of material. originally present in a dissemi-
nated form.
A bibliography on the DUlganese deposits of the United
States is being prepared end will be placed on file at the Miss-
i88i1'1'1 Valley Experiment Station of the United States Bureau ot
Mines at Rol1a, Misscnri.
The principal foreign deposits are in Russia, India.
Brazil, am the Gold Coast or Af'rica. Recently a large deposit
of manganese has been found in Egypt, a few miles from. 1h e Red
Sea. The resources ot these countries are enormous, ':tihe
Chia'turi district of Russia alone havmg reserves estimated
-10-
variously between 40,000,000 and 200,000,000 tons of recove~'B~e
ore." Figure 1 gi ves the geographiaal distribution of' the im-
portant deposits of the world.
"Fllmess, J". W., Mineral. resources of the Uni ted States, Part I,
1925, p. 162.
Production am Consumpt ion of Manganese Ores.
The world's production of high grade manganese ore
from 1901 to 1925 is shown graphically in Figure 2. The produa-
tion of the principal countries from 1921 to 1927 is given in
Table II.
Under stimulus of the War danestic :production of ferro
grade manganese ares rose tram a negligible amount to over 300,000
tons for the year of 1918. With the advent ot peace our produa-
tion suffered a sharp decline. In 1922, tariff meaSlres were
passed charging en i.m.port duty on ores of over 30 per cent mangan-
ese. After this our output rose, and in 1925, 98,000 tons of
ferro grade ore were produced in the Uni ted states. During the
years ot 1926 and 1927 production was in the neighborhood of
45 ,000 tons. The decrease was Ill8.inly due to the closing of the
Emma Mine at Butte, whiah in 1925 shipped nearly 50 t 000 tons of
high grade ore. 4
'lac. cit., p. 176.
-'11-
Figure 1. Ge cgraphical Distribution of' the Principal Manganese







PRICE OF 50 PER CENT MANGANESE ORE- BRmSH PORTS
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Figure 2. World f s Product ion of High Grade Manganese
Ore, 1901 to 1925 , Inclusive.
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Table II. Manganese Ore Produced in the Prinoipal Countries,
1921-1927, inclusive, in Metric Tons.*
Year United Brazil Russia India Gold Coast
states
1921 13,748 275,694:1- 28,819:1- 690,189 '7,311
1922 13,619 340,706:1- 90,739 482,015 67,174
1923 32,006 235,831:1- 240,885 706,210 141,875:1-
1924 57,422 159,229:1- 500,693 815,894 259,441.1.
1925 99,902 311,882:1- 816,507 839,461 330,000.1.
1926 46,258 331,000 884,393- 1,014,924 344,000:1-
1927 44,741 269,174 1,110,000 1,129,353 369,000:1-
Assay
. Per 35 + 38 - 50 41-48 47 - 52 50 +
cent Mn
*Compiled from Mineral Resources of the United Stataa :for the




The chief producing states in order of their produotion
are: Montana, .Arizma, Idaho, Arkansas, Virginia and New Mexico.
The produotion in 1927 by states is listed in Table III, and typi-
cal analyses are reoorded in Table IV.
The United States plays the role of consumer in the
world's manganese industry. Table V srows the mmganese alloys
and ores produced in the United States and imported fran. the prin-
oipal sources during the period fran ~9l7 to 1927, in long tons.
From Table V we see that the United States consumes approximately
one-third ot the world~s produotion ot high grade ore, while Table
II shows that danestic mines supply, roughly, ten per cent of our
needs. As the present we import large quantities ot ore from
Russia with lesser amounts trom Brazll, India, and the Gold Coast
in the order named.
The :1mportat ion of both terromEll8anese and manganese ore
continued a1'ter the application of the tariff in 1922. Large
steel manutacturers imported or bought locally manganese ore and
made :f'errom.a~anese for ~i~ own use only. Small manufacturers
were forced to look to foreign prcducers for that commodity. In
1926 the Bethlehem steel. Corporation plaoed ferromanganese on the
market. !he price immediate ly fell and has since remained in the
neighborhood of 1100 per' ton. A;t this price the producers of Eng-
~and and Germany cannot afford to compete with danes1iic producers,
af'ter paying a duty of ~-314 oents per pound manganese content on
-15 -
Tabl.e III. Manganese Ores Containing Over 35 Per cent Manganese
•Shipped fran. Mines in the United states in 1927.
Metal1uxgica.l Use Chem!cal Use
state Number Lollg Number Longof Value of Value
Sh1:p:pers Tons Shinners Tons
Arizona 3 3,905 $ 41,880
Arkansas 8 2,605 64,202
Georgia 2 489
_ _1
Idaho 1 3,181 50,900
Mon~ana 4 10,124 158,900 2 t 16,383
Nevada 3 1,357 16,976
New Mexico 3 2,190 37,237









Total.s 36 2'1,730 446,781 3 17,011 $ 705,13'1
•Extract fran Mineral Reseurces of United States, 192?, p. 160.
1Inc1uded in undistributed.
*'Mills through which o:re was shipped.
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Table IV. *Average Ana1y"sis of Domestic Manganese Ores.
D i t r i c t Percent Percent Percent Percents Mn Fe SiO!lt P
Ari 20 na
· · · · · · · ·
40-44 5-10 10-16 ----
Arkansas ..
· · · · · ·
47.6 5.77 6.79 0.24
Georgia
· · · · · · · ·
41.5 6.2 14.0 .15
Idaho . •





Butte 56.84 3.43 8.28 .03
Philipsburg 43.0 2.0 17.5 ..........
J
New Mexico 45.75 2.0 2.5
--
Virginia:
Woodstock 48.0 2.55 3.41 .24
Southern Section 42.6 1.1 16.57 .2



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ferromanganese. Norway and Canada, having the advantage of cheap
hydro~lectric power, can still do so and there is a steady impor~
tation fram those countries.
On the other hand importation ot manganese ores in large
quantities ccm.tinues. American mines have not supplied more than
ten per cent of our needs. With a duty of $11.20 on 50 per cent
are. the tax on enough ore to make one ton of fer;-0ID8.nganese is
about $25.20. The difference between this amount and $33.60, the
import tax on a ton of 00 per cent ferrananganese, shows why ore
1s im;ported in preference to terroma.~anese.
From Table V 1t may be seen that Russia, India and
Brazil have long been the leading producers of high grade ma.ngan-
ase ore. Since 1922 the Gold Coast has come into prominence
an d is now one of the pr1nc ipal sources of ferro-grade material•
.A. typical e.naJysis of foreign ores is contained in
Table VI.
Production in Russia is from the N1kopol and Chiaturi
districts. At N1kopol in 1927 J 450,000 tons were produced. Of
this amount, 19·2,744 tons were exported, leaving 208,256 tons to
be accounted tor by domestic consumption. !be exported material
goes to Continental Eurpoe; Belgium, Luxemburg, Poland and Germany
..
are the chief recipients.
tsFurness, J. W., Min&ral resources of the United Statea, Part I,
1927, p. 195.
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Table VI. Average Analysis of Foreign Manganese Ores. *
Washed Ore Unwas h e d Ore
Country
Mn Fe S10. P HIO Mn Fe SiD. l' HaO
Brazil • . . • 42-4g 5.2 3.7 0.18
Gold Ooast . . 50-54 2-4 3-7 .1-.12
India . . . . . 50.85 5.3 5.7 .127 6-8
(Georgia) 52-54 1.5 I- 48-50 1.0 11-14 .15-Russia 7-9 .14-.22 6-8 8-10
.).7
*:Extract :from Mineral Rescurees of the Un! ted states, 1927, p. 163.
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The Ohi"aturi depos its have been exploited by the Harri-
man interests under a concession. Reports from. Moscow in 1928
indicated that the concessionaires had withdrawn fram their
agreement with the Union or the Soviet Republics. In 1927 the
concessionaires mined 660,000 tons, of which 554,210 tons were ex-
ported. Nearly half of this exported ore was consumed in the
Uni ted states. Because at the nature of the ore it has been the
principal SOlrce of the IllaI8anese dioxide used in chemical indus-
tries. Produ.etion in the district is far below the pre-war levee,
due to unsettled conditions in Russia. This deposit alone bas
enough reSalrces to supply the world tar a generation. 1
Sloe. cit., p. 196.
India has steadily prcxiueed over 500,000 tans of high
grade ere annually since 1906. At times it bas risen tar above
thi s figure. In 1927 it was officially listed as 1,129 ,353 tOllS.
Production is from a number o£ d.eposits in the central provinces.
'fhe principal consuners of Indian ore are: England, Belgium,
France and the United States. The deposi t8 of India are suffi-
cient to maintain its present prcxluctian tor a number d :ft. ars. s
110 c. c1t., p. 198.
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The Gold Ooast of Africa has been an important :pro ducer
01: ferr~ra.de manganese ore since 1922. The ore finds its way
to Norway, the United States, France, Canada, and Belgimn. Canada
and Norway are able to im];lort this ore, convert it into ferro-
manganese and reship the product to the United States at a profit
after paying an import duty of $31.60 on 80 per cent ferro-grade.
Ap];larently the exploitation of these deposits is reserved for con-
cerns other than .American. 15
Production in Brazil bas been fran. the states of Bahia,
Minas Geraes, Matta Grosso, Maranhao, Parana, Pernambuco, Rio de
J"anerio, Rio Grande del Norte, santa Catharina and Sao Paulo.
Production in Brazil is. banpered by high tws, exhaustion of
easily mined deposits, and heavy rail transportation costs. The
United States. consumes mst of the output. American nationals
have financial centrol of t~ Brazilian deposits. 15
a10c. cit. p. 198.
There is a decided tendency al the part of Anerican con-
sumers ·to use imported ore because of its high and c onsistent
grade and because a. supply in quantity is assured.
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Cost of Production of Manganese Ores.
No generalization as to costs of productian in the United
states can be made. Many districts are still more or less in the
developroont stage. Evidence of the war "boom" and the post-war
depression are still in existence. An important item in costs is
rail transportatiQl. Most of the blast fumaces are located in
the vioini ty- of Chioago t Cleveland, Pittsburgh, and Birmingham.
It oosts $11.40 to ship a ton of ore from. Butte to Pittsburgh.
Certain districts, being favo mbly located, have a oOIqparatively
short haul to the point of consumption. Table VII gi ves the trans-
portation costs from the principal proo.ucing areas in the United
States to the chief points of' consumption.
Russia, India, Brazil, and the Ga1d Coast can place ore
at ports on the At1antic seab card at a cost of about $15.00 per
ton. IlIport dUty brings this cost to between $25.00 and $27.00 per
ton. After this the ore nnst be unloaded and shipped to points of
consumption. Table VIII gives the transportation oosts from
foreign mines to A.meri can consumption points.
one
A raise in costs in anzJ country will not affect the price
in the United States. It wil1 result in a lessened production for
that country as the otlsrs can readily supply the entire market.
- 23-
Table VII. Freight Rates :From Domestic Producing Areas to Points ot Consumption.*
F r 0 m
M t
To-
on an a NewArizona Arkansas Georgia Idaho Philips- Mexi00
Virginia
Butte burg
~~ 10.19 $ 3.53 $ 1.97 $ 12.20 .;;.. 10.34 $ 10.90 .t· 8.40 il 5.40 Birmingham,; \?
12.09 5.59 7.97 - - - 7.80 - - - 8.40 4.60 Chioago
9.40 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Los Angeles
14.11 9.82 8.19 14.89 10.84 11.40 10.20 3.46 Pittsburgh
10.70







10.84 1l.40 10.20 3.46 C1eveland,O
- - -
.13.62 6.84 - - - - - - - - - - - - 3.91 Labanon ,Pa•
- - -
13.62 6.84 - - - - - - - - - - - - 5.17 Mari etta ,Pa
- - -
13.42 4.28 - - - zl.74 - - - -""- - - - Reusens ,Va.
- - - - - - - - -
2.80 - - - - - - - - - - - - Ironton, u.
12.60
Atlantic
- - - - -- - - - - -- - -- - --
- - - Coast
13.50 San




- - - - -- - -- - - - - -- - --
8.40
- - - Oca.st
- - - - - -
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Tariffs on Manganese Ores.
"Broadly speaking foreign 0 ountrle s adm1t manganese
ore tree of duty. The royalty oharged by the Soviet Governman.t
of Russia nay be oC!lsidered as an export dUty. In India the ex-
port duty is indirect; it takes the form. of a royalty leviable
on the base metal and is 2.5 per cent en the sale value at the
mine, or on the surface, of' the dressed ore or metal oonvertible
at the option of' the looal govermnent to an equivalent oharge
per ton to be fixed annually'. The Gold Coast oolleots an export
duty of two shillings per ton. The Brazilian product is taxed
in proportion to the grade of ore. This tax amolmts to $5.00
per ton on high grade ore. Since 1922 the United States has
oharged one oent per pound, manganese content, on imports of
ores and 1-718 cents per pound of manganese oontent on ferro-
manganese. It •
6Fumesa, J. W., The ma:cganese situation from a danestic stand-
point. u~ s. Bureau of Mines Informaticn Circular No. 6034,
April, 1927; p. 19.
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Prices o't Manganese Ores.
During the War prices o't manganese ore were based on
less than eight per cent silica and 0.25 per cent phos:phorous,
and were subj act to the following premiums or penalties:"
PIAllen, M. A. t and Butler, G. M., Manganese; Bull. No. 19 of' the
Universi 10" of Arizona Bureau of MLnes, 1918-19, p. 29.
811.10a: For each one per cent of silica under eight
per cent down to and including five per cent, there shall be a
premium of' $0.50 per ton; below n va per cent a premium of
$1.00 per ton for each Qle per cent under fiva.
For each one per cent ot silica in excess
of ai gb.t per cent, up to am includ ing 15 per cent, there shall
be a penalty of $0.50 per ton; tor eaoh ane per oent in exoess
of 1.5 per cent, uP. to and including 20 per cent, a penalty ot
$0.75 per ton; and 'tor each one per cent in excess of 2) per
cent, up to and including 25 per cent, a penaJ.t,. ot $1.00 per
ton.
Ore cantaining over 25 pe~ cent silica is
subject to acceptame or refUsal accommg to the buyer's op-
tion. For units of silica in excess ot 25 per cent the peaalty
is usually .1..00 per ton.
- 27 ~
Phosphorous: For each one per cent in excess of
0.25 per cent, there shall be a penalt,y assessed against the
unit price amounting to 0.5 cents per unit, figured to fractions.
Prices on metallurgical om are now
based en long ton units (22.4 pounds) of manganese present.
Premiums and penalties are automat! cally taken care of by vary-
ing the value of a unit with the mnganese content. '.rhus, if
a 50-per cent ore brings 50 cents per unit, a 35-per cent ore
will bring much less. During the years ot 1926 and J.g27 the
pri ce of 50 per cent ore has been very s table and in tbJ neigh-
borhood of 60 per cent. The upper limit of phosphorous con-
atent is usuallY set at 0.25 per cent.
Sloe. cit., p. 171.
Prices on chemical ores fluctuate widely and are not




The four great sources of' llEllganese, Russia, India,
Brazil, and the Gold Coast, can easily produce more than enough
for the world's CHJlsumption. Outside of these countries the
production is relati vely unimportant. Since production costa
are nearly the same for alIt no one ccuntry can be eliminated by
the others.
Great Br1tnn centrols the Indian and Gold Coast de-
posi ts. Nikopol and Chiaturi are in Russia. The political con-
trol of the Brazilian deposits is vested in the Brazilian Govelm-
mant, while their actual omersh1p is in the bands ot American
citizens.
Reorganization ot Russia and the development of the
Gold Coast will cause c anpeti tion as the marlret can be over
supplied. Wi tb. the lessening ot Brazil's productiCll, a monopoly
is poss ib1B by an agreement between England and Russia.
Prices will not ve:r-y much from the :p1'esent. These
are determined by foreign coats, since ninety per cent at our
suppl.y is imported. Any rise in cost in one country will result
in lessening production for that country. 'fhe others can sup-
ply the deficit.
The Un! ted States consumes 35 per cent of the world' a
production. !he tariff effectually stopa the importation of
ferromanganese, saTe from Norway, but no amount ot tariff' will
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stop the importati on of concentrates. It will merely raise
the price, since it is not possible, at the present time, for
.America to supply her own damnda.
The tariff may be raised and it is probable that it
will not go below the present level. The Uni ted States desires
to foster the n:a~aneae industry as a safety measure in case of
war. Foreign deposits may be in the hands of enemies and the
long ocean haul can be interfered with by submarine warfare.
American production rose to a considerable a.IllOlnt dur-
ing the War. Much at tm material produced at that time would
be unsalable now. Exigencies of the war mde it necessary that
ma~anese be produced in the Uni ted States regardless of cost.
Now the domestic production must canpete with imports.
Conditions for production in the Uni ted States are
not as favorable as in certain foreign countries. The de);losits
are tor the mat part small and 4istent trom points ot consump-
tion. Large consumers p:rete.r i.Itg;>orted conoentrates because of
their high and c ansi stent grade, and also because a steady sup-
ply in quantity is assured. Production from American mines bas
been irregular. The grade of ore is 10w and it varies CDnsid'!'"
erably.
Roughly speaking, the taritf gives the Ameri~an produo-
er a $11.60 haIdioap over the foreign canpetltor. Certain dcm-
estic producers have been making money, as shown by the faet that
- ZO-
approximately 50,000 tons of concentrates are produced annually_
Production in the United states is still more or less
in the development stage. People are afraid to invest in Sl i t-
able c ancentrating equipment wren the life of the ,A.TIBrican indus-
try depends on the maintenance of an artificial barrier against
imports. Improvement in concent:ration and stabilization of the
industry is bound to increase our production considerably.
- 31-
CONCENTRATION OF MANGANESE ORES.
Wherever manganese ore is mined on a commercial scale
it always contains other c mati tuents than the manganese mineral.
Beoause o't this chemical behavior it is not only desirable, but
often necessary, to remove, as far as p:raeti cable, these canstitu-
ents p:revious to marketing.
This reductioo. of the ore in impurities 1s known as con-
oentration. Concentration involves the subjecting of the crushed
ore to one or IOOre processes that utilize differences in physical
properties of the cQlstituents of the 01.'8. The physical properties
utilized are: Specific gravity, surface energy, color and luster,
and magnetic I8rmeabl11ty. The processes dependent (Jl differences
in these properties are gran ty concentration, flotaticn, hand-
picking end magnetic separation, respectively.
An essential feature in cancentratiQl is that the miner-
als to be separated be broken free fran each ather. This is ac-
c<m.Plisbed by reduction in size t wb1ch is mown as crushing in
the coarser sizes, and grinding in the finer sizes. Obviously cer-
tain ores require reduction to a finer size than others for break-
ing the Jl1neral free from the gangue.
!he more common impurities in manganese ores are cley,
iron, silica, am phosphorous. Clay may be easily and effectively
disposed of by log washing, and will not be considered hereafter.
Phosphorous is a very undesirable elenent. l1;s present 1n amount
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over 0.25 per cent is sufficient to render an ore unfit for the
ma.1d.ng of ferromanganese. Beeause 01: its :presenee in such sIll11
amounts, and because little is known as 'to its behavior, bEll e1:icia-
tion in regard to phosphorous is more by accident than design.
Concentration of' manganese ores resolves itself' to at-
tenpts to eliminate iron and silica. For the malting of ferroman-
genese, the upper limits of these are 6 and 8 per cent, respectively.
Ores higher than this in iron may be used in the production of
spiegele1sen; ores higher in silica.may be used in making silico-
manganese. Those high in both iron and silica may be used in mak-
ing silico-spiegel. Because of' its relatively high value, the pro-
duction of ore sui table for the making of ferromanganese is the
goal of concentration.
The processes considered herein are gran ty and magnetic
methods, and the ores treated oxides of manganese.
The flotatiOl of oxide ore of 11l8.Dganese is being inves-
tigated at this station and will be the sub ject of a Bureau of Mines
pub1ication. The recovery of carbonate ores has been investigated
and a discussion of the results published.- The investigators found
BneVaney, F. D., and Coghill, Will H., Prelimim.ry Ore Dressing
Tests to Recover Manganese in Rhodochrosite Ores. U. S. Bu:reau of
Mines Report of Investigation No. 2902, November, 1928.
that carbonate ores are very anenable to concentration by flotation
and that rhodoehros11;e is sufficiently permeable to be separated
from its gangue by magnetic methods.
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Granty Methods.
"The rate of fall of particles in a resistant flUid is
proportional to their effective weights in the fluid. Hence
large particles of a givan specific gravity fall more rapidly than
small particles, and of equal-sized particles of different speci-
fic gravities tm denser falls more rapidly. It is apparent, then,
that in a mixture of grains of di ff'erent specific gravities and
sizes there will be e~ual-falling grains of different s]ecifie
grant:1es and that in all such equal-falling heterogenous groups
the heavier will be the smaller. ~e process of treatment that
involves separating a mixture ot grains into eq.ual-falling groups
is called SCBTING or CL.ASSIFICATION. A process tlJat groups equal-
sized grains together is called SIZING. All gravity-concentra~ion
processes that utilize as the separating medium. a fluid less
dense than any at the minerals in the ore consist of sorting and
sizing as supplementary q>erations. Either may precede. If the
separating medium is water., as is usual, the process is called
WATER-GRAVITY c rnCENTBATION , or, frequently, GRAVITY CONCENmA.-
TION; if air is the Il'Bdium., PNEUMATIC SEPABATICN or AIR CIEANmo.
To be effective, gravity concentration recp.ires a differEnce in
specific gravity of at least 0.5 to 1.0, depending upon tl:e ab-
solute specific gravity at the 1ighter mineral; the smaller
difference is sufficient ..hEll the llghter mineral has a density
of 1.3 to ~.5 (coal), the greater is desirable when the lighter
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mineral is, say, quartz (specific gravity = 2.6). The principal
water-granty concentrating lIlB.chines are washers, jigs, and
shaking tables.
"When the dens ity of the separating medium is greater
than that of the lighter ndneral, sizing is unnecessary, since
the buoyanoy of any substance in a liquid heavier than itself
is dep andent of the size of particle. The prooesses of this
class are called BEAVY-FLUID PROCESSES. They have the advantage
of being able to work with a smaller speoifiG-gravity difference
than water-gravity concentration or pneumatic separation. The
only one of practical va:llle at the pI.'esent time is one that uses
•asusp ansian at sand in water as the separating fluid. tt
'Taggart, A. F. t Handbook 0 f Ore Dressing; J"ohn Wiley &. Sons,
Ino. t New York, 1927, p. 4.
For good separatiQl the minerals should have an appre-
c1 able difference in specific gravi ty. A formula in operation
consists in subtracting tm sj;leeifie gravity of water from that
of minerals to be separated to get their effective gravities in
that medium. If the ratio of tm specific gravities is over 2,
good separaticn will be made; it over 1.5 a fair separation will
be effected.
FJ.oat-and-sink tests with heavy liquids are vaJ.uable
preliminaries for determining the specific gray! ty characteris-
ties of minera1s.
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Application to Manganese Ores •
.It comparison of the following fPecific gravities shows
that a fair separation of psilomelane and silica, and a good
separation between pyrolusite and silica :may be obtained by
specific gravity methods. Iron is too close to manganese for
separation between them.
Table IX. Specific Gravities of Iron and I\rianganes~ Ores and ~~uartz.
Mineral Specific Gravi~
Psilomelane 3.7 to 4.7
Pyrolusite 4.82
Limonite 3.6 to 4.0
He1na.tite 4.9 to 5.3
Quartz 2.63 to 2.66
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E:x;perimental Work on Gravity Ooncentration of Manganese Ores.
A. compos ita sample was made by taking equal parts of
three lots of table feed from a mill in Georgia. Chemical and
sizing anaJ;rses, and float-and-sink tests made on each lot are
contained in Tables X, n, XII, respectively. In making the
float-and-sink test, a porticn of the 20-t0-35 mesh material was
separated using an acetylene tetrabromide solution of 2&90 s13ec1-
fie gravity. Fran. the result~ of these tests it was evident
that while there was a calsiderable amount of olean gangue in the
ore an appreoi abl e proporti Ql of gangue was locked wi th the iron
and manganese, maldng tb9 production of a coneentrate low in
silica impossible.
A portion of the canposite was tabled, unclassified, on
•a quarter-sized shaldng table, SboWl in Figu:re 3. Four cuts were
made; Cut No. 1 was taken at the ooncentrate end of the table.
The results of this tabling are slx)'W'n in ~able XIII.
A. larger portial of the composite--750 pounds-was
classified in a Hi chards six-spigot elassif:ie r, shown in Figure 4,
making six spigot products and an overflow. The results are
shown in Table XIV.
The six spigot products were tabled on the quarter-size
shaking table and the overflow, being of 1nsutticient C,llantity to
be thus treated J was tabled on a miniature laboratory table,
shown in :Figure 5. The results are given in Table XV.
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Table X. Chemical Ana.lyses of Georgia Manganese Ores.
Lot Number Per cent Per cent Per centManganese Iron Insoluble
1 16.46 10.09 51.05
2 19.46 10.86 44.20
3 J.7.43 11.16 48.00
Composite 17.78 10.74 47.75
Table XI. Sizing .Ana~ses of Georgia Manganese Ores.
S i z e Per cent Weight Percent Weight Percent WeightLot No. 1 Lot No. 2 lLot No. 3
Plus 14 mesh 2.43 2.10 5.40
- 14 + 20 mesh 1l.94 6.72 14.95
-20+ 28 mesh 25.35 15.47 23.85
-28+ 35 mesh 28.35 24.57 24.07
- S5 ... 48 mesh 16.36 22.94 14.98
-48+ 65 mesh 8.34 15.10 7.20
- 65 + 100 mesh 4.36 7.96 4.57
-100+ 150 mesh 1.53 2.75 1.ge
- 150 mesh 1.36 2.39 3.00
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00
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Table XII. Float-and-Sink Test on 20-to-35-meah Georgia Manganese Ore.
Lot Weight Asaay Percent Percent Total
Number Product Percent M:n Ins01. MIl Insol.
Float on 2.9 sp. gr. 44.1 1.46 92.60 3.57 87.55
1
Sink in 2.9 ap. gr. 55.9 30.95 10.40 96.43 12.43
100.0 17.94 46.66 100.00 100.00
Float on 2.9 ap. gr. 36.0 .88 94.60 1.45 90.49
2
Sink in 2.9 ap. gr. 64.0 '34.45 5.60 98.55 9,,51
100.0 22.37 37.63 100.00 100.00
Float on 2.9 ap. gr. 43.8 .44 94.60 1.04 91.90
3
Sink: in 2.9 ap. gr. 56.2 32.12 6.50 98.96 8.10
100.0 18.24 45.08lloo.oo 100.00
Table XIII. Table Test ot Unclassified Georgia Manganese Ore.
Per cent Assay Per cent Per cent ~otalOut :Number Weight :rAn YeT~ Insol. Yn :Fe Insol.
1 6.'1 35.04 16.09 6.88 15.70 10.07 0.87
2 21.4 31.30 13.71 17.14 44.60 27.31 6.94
3 62.1 9.07 9.87 65.56 37.50 57.12 76.99
4 9.8 3.33 6.03 82.04 2.20 5.50 15.20
Total 100.0 15.0l. 10.73 52.88 100.00 100.00 100.00
.
Combining
Cuts land 2 28.1 32.27 14.27 14.'10 60.30 !it.58 7.81
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Figure:3. Quarter-Size Concentrating Tables.
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Figure 4. Richards Six-8pigot Classifier.
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Table XIV. Olassification of Ge orgia Manganese Ore.
Spigot Per oent A.ssay Per oent Per cent Total
Number Weight
MIl. Fe Insol. Mn Fe Insol.
Heads 17.78 10.70 47.75
1 10.7 33.17 13.44 14.25 20.08 12.72 3.24
2 17.4 24.84 13.27 30.00 24.44 20.41 1l.14
3 17.4 20.20 12.65 39.80 19.85 19.44 14.79
4 16.0 14.74 11.16 52.40 13.35 15.81 17.89
5 18.6 12.32 10.22 58.90 12.95 16.78 23.39
6 17.4 8.40 8.36 69.40 8.26 12.90 25.?~
Overflow 2.5 7.47 8.78 70.40 1.07 1.94 3.'76
Total 100.0 17.68 ll.32 46.85 100.00 100.00 100.00
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Figure 5. Mirfature Iaborat ary Concentrating Table.
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Table XV. Table Tests on Classified Georgia Manganese Ore.
Spigot Table Cut Percent Assay Per oent Per oent Total
Number Wejght
Mn Fe Inso1. MIl Fe Inso1.
1 92.0 35.09 13.50 10.60 97.32 92.34 68.47
1 2 4.6 14.37 16.37 44.50 1.99 5.58 14.40
:0 3.4 6.85 8.31 71.75 .59 2.08 17.13
100.0 33.17 13.44 14.25 100.00 100.00 100.00
1. 52.7 34.48 13.84 11.10 48.82 34.35 10.83
2 2 39.2 24.18 14.53 29.00 41.08 43.44 33.923 24.2 9.12 11.16 63.20 9.58 20.47 45.61
4 3.9 3.14 5.83 82.90 .52 1.74 9.64
100.0 23.08 13.19 33.52 100.00 100.00 100.00
3- 34.6 31.36 14.38 16.00 $ .06 40.49 12.84
2 33.3 18.29 14.04 41.30 32.58 38.05 31.87
3 :3 25.1 6.16 8.88 71.85 8.29 18.13 41.80
4 7.0 2.e7 5.90 83.20 1.07 3.33 13.40
100.0 18.69 12.30 43.14 100.00 100.00 100.00
1. 26.0 29.72 14.31 10.10 55.70 35.20 9.00
2 34.6 12.77 12.00 55.15 31.90 39.20 34.50
4 :3 29.0 4.89 7.34 77.40 10.20 20.20 40.60
4 10.4 2.85 5.46 84.70 2.20 5.40 15..90
100.0 13.86 10.57 52.95 100.00 100".00 100.00
1 17.8 30.56 15.30 16.50 44.36 28.54 5.02
2 32.4 15.09 13.99 46.60 39.89 47.53 25.77
5 3 28.3 4.89 7.32 77.75 11.26 12.81 37.54
4 21.5 2.55 4.91 86.30 4.49 11.12 31.67
100.0 12.26 9.53 58.60 100.00 100.00 100.00
1. 9.0 32.66 16.24 11.50 34.80 17.20 1.50
2 28.4 12.23 12.82 55.20 41.00 43.20 22.60
6 :3 26.4,..5- 4.21 6.45 80.00 13.10 20.20 30.50
4 14.8 3.08 4.91 85.20 5.40 8.70 18.20
5 21.4 2.23 4.22 87.90 5.70 10.70 27.20
100.0 8.46 8.43 69.26 100.00 100.00 100.00
0-42 1.4 31.74 18.10 1l.00 6.06 2.85 0.21
G-43 1.9 28.34 1.8.35 16.20 7.44 4.00 .44
G-44 1.8 20.96 1.6.37 33.40 5.23 3.31 .86
Overflow 0-45 6.7 10.70 1l.26 59.20
9.92 8.56 5.6'
0-45 14.1 9.46 10.12 63.60 18.32 16.32 12.84
G-46-A ~7.8 7.16 S.es 69.90 17.50 18.04 17.81
G-46-B 21.5 5.67 7.94 74.40 16.80 19.52 22.92
G-46-C 34.8 3.90 6.89 78.70 18.73 27.40 39.23
100.0 7.26 8.76 69.83 100.00 100.00 100.00
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A summary of results obtained by tabling the cJassified
feed is shown in Table XVI. In ma~ng this table all products
caltaining less than 20 per cent insoluble were ccnsidered as con-
centrates; those containing fran. 20 to 65 per cent insoluble as
a middling; and those with more than 65 per cent insoluble as tai}-
ing.
Discussion of Results:
A comparis al of Tables XIII and XVI indicates that the
grade and recovery of concentrates obtained by tabling classified
and unclassified material differ in that a much better rejection
of insoluble results when classified feed is used. The tailing in
the test of unclassified ore carried 15. 2 per cent of the silica,
while that in the test of classified ore carried 58.8 per cent of
the silica.
In searching for an explanation of the failure to obtain
a better separation of silica, individual grains of tbe ore were
examined. Specific gravit.1 tests with a jolly balance brought out
tm tact that a large nwnber at grains ot apparently clean dense
manganese bad a low speei tic gravi ty. Thi s was found to b e due
to ine lus ions of si11 ca and to porosi ty. Partieles of' apparently
clean dense manganese of minus 325 mesh size were leached with sul-
phurous acid and the process watched through a microscope. The
disappearance ot the manganese was accompanied by a loss of color,
leaving a grain of a:pproximate~ the same dimensions composed of
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Table XVI. Combined Prodlcts of Table Test on Cl.assified Feed of
Georgia Manganese Ore.
Percent .Assay Per cent Per cent TotalProduct Weight MIl Fe Insol. Mn Fe Insol.
Concentrate 30.8 32.7 14.2 13.5 59.5 36,3 8.4
Middl.ing 34.3 15.9 16~2 47.1 32.1 46.1 32.8
Tailing 34.9 4.1 6.i 83.2 8.4 17.6 58.8
Total 100.0 16.9 12. 0 4Q.4 100.0 100.0 100.0
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silica. Upon being touched with a glass rod this grain easily
disintegrated. sb:Jwing a honeycombed structure. EVidently in this
ore considerable looking ot manganese and silica is present at
minus 325 mesh. The tailure to obtain better results may be at-
tributed to poresi ty and interlocking.
Since the ccncentrates :from the UIlclassified and classi-
tied table feed assayed 14.2'7 and 14.2 iron and 14.3 and 13.5 per
cent silica, respectively, they cannot be used for the manufacture
of ferromanganese or spiegeleisen. Besides being high in impuri-
ties. they effect a saving of very Iittle over half of the man-
ganese in the original ore.
Exp er1ments with other ores were impossible because of
the lack of a SUfficient quantity ot any one ore for a classifica-
tion and tab1ing experiment. However, since all the clean silica
was found in the tai1ing and any silica darried into the concen-
trate was interlocked with iron or manganese, the conclusion may
be drawn that wben the mIganese is massi'V8 and locking is not ex-
tensive a good elimination of silica is poasib~ by gravity methods.
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Magnetie Methods.
tt:Magnetic separation depends upon the fact that minerals
differ in pemaabiIity and, therefore, in thair behavior in mag_
netio fields. Some minerals, e. g., magnetite and franklinite,
are readily attracted to the poles of a magnet in fields of rela-
tively low intensity, while others, such as quartz and the ac id
silioates, are apparently unaffected by the rrost powerful fields.
Oertain other substances, of wbich metallic bismuth is, perhaps,
the best known eX8llJ!le, are actually repelled fran. the magnet
poles in very pOlUerful fields. Experiment shows that all sub-
stances are permeable to sane extent and that attractiOll and repu3:-
sion depend on the relative permaabilities of the substance and
the II1&dium in which it is tested. Physical terminology classes
substances that are attracted to the poles in a magnetic field as
PA.RAMA.GNErIC and those that are repel.led as DI.A:MA.GNl!rr'IC. For'jore-
dressing purposes minerals can be better classi:ried as strongly
magnetic (the physicistts ferromagnetic), weakly magnetic, and
non-magnetic. A:Iry mineral in the strongly-magnetic c lass can be
separated easily from. any in the classes that follow it, and any
pure mineral in the weakly-magnetic class from any pure minerals
in 'the non-magnetic olass; but the givan values are not to be de-
pended upon to determine the possibilities of separation in any
given case, without scme ccnfinning e:x;periment, for the reason
that small e.muD.ts of impurity, :mechanically or ohemically held,
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may change markedly the position of a given ndneral in the list.
Thus certain sphalerites oontaining small percentages of iron are
attracted in strong fields and readily separated from pyri te and
quartz; iron-bearing garnet is sufficiently magnetic to be sep-
arated fran. qU3.rtz and other aLtid silicates and corundum; magnet-
ic galena occurs at one of the Coeur d'Alene mines, and similar
exam;ples of' divergence frcm the tabular order are not infrequent.
"Elementary sulphur is diamagnetio while oxygen is para-
magnetio and, probably dependent upon these faots, no pure sul-
phide, except pyrrhotite, is found in the list of magnetio sub-
stances while many of t mse substances are high in oxyg~n c entente
On the other hand, research makes it appear probable that penne-
ability is due to molecular structure rather tban to chamica:l com-
position. Heat effects permea.bili ty, usually decreasing it,
but a ferruginous blende is cited that was readily separable
• It(magnetio) when warm, but separable with diffioulty when cold.
'loc. clt., pp. 9~.
The Field of Magnetic Methods.
The application at magnetic methods my be grotped under
two heads: (1) The ooncentration of permeable minerals from
their gangues, and (2) the separation between two or more minerals
whose similar specific gravities have placed thEm! together in wet
class ifieation.
Magnetic emcentrati en has long been applied to the
treatll8nt at magnetic iron ores, eliminating the gangue ard at
the saD' time effecting a partial separs.tion of phosphorous and
sulphur minerals, which are frequent ap,d objectionable contamina-
tions. Certain minerals such as pyrolus i te, s lime badly in wet
ooncentration, and if' a su1'tic1ent difference in permeability
exists they oan be s8:parated more economically by magnetic methods.
In magnet ic saparati OJ. as di stinct from magnetic concen-
tration the applications are more nu.merous and cOOl];lleL There
oceur in nature many combinations 01' mdnerals whose speoifio
gravities are too similar to permit their separation by gravit,y
devices.
For good separation the mineral should be broken free,
and there shoul.d exist oonsiderable di:t'terence in p8:r.tIBability.
A number of products mas" be made frem one ore by vaJ:7ing the in-
tensity of' the separating ~et. Sizing is an advantage as in
all concen1irat1Ql methods. Oertain ores require roasting, either
because heat oauses the conversion to a mo:re pe:rmeabJ.e oom;pound or
beoause the permeabili ty varies with te1ll'erature.
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Because manganese minerals t esp ecially pyrolusi te t
have a great tendency to s~1me in wet concentration, ani because
iron am manganese will be found in the same product in gravity
concentration, magnetic methods have considerable application
in the dressing of manganese ores.
1mgnetic Concentration of Manganese Ores.
It 'W8,S originally thought feasible to attempt he separ-
ation of iran, manganese. and silica by magnetic methods alone,
using low and high intensity to withdraw the iran and mmganese,
respectively, thereby leaving the impermeable gangue iDgether
-
wi th sueh phosphorous minerals as might be present in the non-
magnetic portion.
Laborat cry Ex;perimental Work: The original high inten-
6ity separating device consisted of an ordinary pbysics labora-
tory electro-magnet, equipped with pointed pole pieces spaced
abalt one~haJ.t' inch apart. Tbe number of a:rrpere turns was not
known. 'fhe method p-:t presentation oonsisted of placing a tray
containing a small alIOunt of s1 zed 011) between the pole pieces.
When contact was established the magnetic particles were at-
traoted to the upper pole. After a number o-t part 101es were
attracted the tray was removed and ccntact broken. The attracted
partioles were e.1l.owed to raJ.l into a beaker. The feed was
prepared by removing the highly magnetic portion with a horse-
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shoe magnet. The high intensity device was later replaced by
a home-made electro-magnet whose coil consisted ot 2000 turns,
whi em is shom in Figure 6. The pole pieces were spade-pointed
f'or greater capaci ty. The current used was about two anperes.
The voltage used was 220; the xoothod ot presentation ot material
was as betore. A sized sample was p repa.red by:" removing highly
~tic material with a horse-shoe magnet.
Where a comparison was available the laboratory machine
gave a cleaner tailing than commercial machines, with the 1'8-
suIt that much silica was carried into the magnetic portion.
The explanation of this was probably that locked g1'ains bad a
better chance of being piaked up by the laboratory device.
Test No. ]. was perfonned on 20-to-28-m.esh material,
which was a prodUct of classification of a Georgia ore. The
highly magnetic port i on was removed with a hand magnet, the
leaser magnetic portion was removed Wi th the labora:to:ry machine,
and the oon--.magnetio portion is that which was not attracted
by the laboratory device. ~able XVII g1ves the result ot this
test.
The results of this test sbow that while silica is sat-
isfactorily eliminated when the mineral is broken tree, the iron
1s found concentrated with the nru~anese. Evidently, as 1t ex-
ists in the ore. the iron is a.pproximately of' the same p6nne-
ability as the maDganese.
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Table XVII. Magnetic Test on 2O-to-4&illesh Classified GEDl"gia
Manga.nese Ore.
Percent Assay Per cent Per cent TotalProduct Weight
Mn. Fe Insol. :MIl Fe Insol.
Heads . • . . . 20.20 12.63 39.00
strongly magnetic 10.2 1.34 58.60 10.00 0.1 7.g 0.4
Weakly magnetic 59.1 34.58 15.87 6.70 96.4 84.8 11.4
Non-magnetic 30.7 1.01 2.53 93.50 1.6 7.3 87.9
Total 100.0 22.47 11.95 36.70 100.0 100.0 100.0
+
Inasmuch as a good separation between manganese and
silica and a poor separation between manganese ani iron were obtain-
ed in Test No. 1 t Test No. 2 was perto:rmed an an 01'8 from Phi11ps-
bUlg. :Montana whose iran con tent was 1.34 per cent. In this case
none of the material could be picked up with ·the hand magnet; the
re'sul ts are given :in the following table.
Table XVIII. Magnetic Test on 2O-to-35-Mesh Manganese Ore
From Philipsburg, Montana.
Assay Per cent Per cent Total
P r due t Perc,ent0 Weight Un Jre Insol. MIl Fe Insol.
H e ads • • 28.94 1.34 34.8
Magnetic 77.89 3'1.92 '1.09 21.5 96.79 77.27 51.38
Non-magnetic 22.11 4.44 1.14 71.7 3.21 22.34 46.62
'fotal 100.00 30.52 1.10 32.60 100.00 100.00 100.00
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ResuJ.ts of this test show elimination of' 48.62 per cent
of the insoluble with a loss of but 3.21 per cent ot t he mangan-
ese. Examination of the ccncentrate showed excessive interlocking
between man~ese and silica, wmch accoun.ts for the magnetic
cOIlcentrate assaying 21.5 per cant insoluble. This is good mater-
ial for the production of silico-mang~ese.
Discussion of Results:
Results of these tests show that iron as it ocours in
the ore bas a permeabil1ty little di fferent fran. that of mangan-
ese, and will be found c cncentrated with the :nenganese. Tl:ere is
good elimination ot tbs silica where the mineral is broken free.
Ev1 dently m~netic separation of' the raw ore will turnish a pro-
duct suitable tor the making of' ferromanganese oo.ly whan the iron
is very low and when the m1neral 1s broken free.
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Separation ot a Roasted Gravi't11 Oonoentrate.
Inasmuch as gravity concentration seems an efficient
el.iminator ot free gangue it may be considered as a good prelimi-
nary operation where the manganese does not slime too badly and
when the manganese mineral is not so porous as to have the same
e~fective specific gravity as gangue.
The separation ot iran is a more serious problEm. Owing
to i ia speci fie gravi ty, it will always be found concentrated with
the IIlinganese. Because of its similar permeability (as it usually
exists in the ore), i t cannot be effect ively separated fiom man-
ganese by magnetic treatment of the raw 01'e.
Magnetic +"oastdng or rcasting to prodUce the highly
pe:rmeable oxide Fe.O., magnetite from hematite, has long been in
use in the iran industry. For the producticm of the magnetic
oxide or i:ron a tenperatu:re of' appro:ximate~ 5000 C. lIIlst be at-
tained. ~e atmosphere mst be reducing and the product quenched
or cooled without access to air to preserve the Fe,O._
Laboratol.7 Experimental Wont: The roasting apparatus
shown in Figure 7 was used in tbBse tests. It consisted of a
small drum rotated by an electric motor. Producer gas supplied
the reducing atmosphere as well as t~ heat. A pyrometer, insert-





Figure 7. Iaborator,r Cylindrical Magnetic Roasting :FUmace.
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The first tests were p3rformed on jig concentrates from.
Georgia oontaining mainly :psi1omelane, limonite J and silica.
Six di~ferent concentrates were subjected to a reducing roast at
5000 C. for thirty minutes and then s~parated with a horse-shoe
magnet. The results are shown in Table XIX•
.A second series, o~ tests were performed on ores frcm
Tennessee oontaining, as baf'bre, psilamelane, limonite,and silica,
am in addition a relatively high percentage of :phosphorous.
Theoretical gravity concentrates of six ores and one composite
ore were made by taking the material that sank in a liquid of
2.92 specific gravity. As before these were subjected to a reduc-
ing roast and to magnetic separation. The results are shown in
Table XX.
A third test was perf'onned on an ore frcm Vi rginia con-
taining mangani te, psilamelane t and limoni te, and wi th c ens ider-
able silica locked with tha marganese. This ore was crU3 bed to
1.0 mesh. At this size, liberation of considerable silica was
observed. The material was separated by screening into lO-to-35
and 35-to-65-mesh portions. Theoretical gravity concentrates were
made en these portions by use of a heavy liquid of 2.92 specific
gravity. ~e sink of' the 1O-to-35-mesh material was roasted and
separated magnetically'. Results of the float-and-sink tests and
the Jmgnetic separat1cn are contained in Tables XXI and. XXII.
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Table XIX. Roasting and Magnetic Test an Manganese .rig Concentrates From Georgia.
Ore Approx1- Percent Assay Per cent Per cent Total
Number mate Product Weight
Size Mn Ye Insol. P Mn Fe Insol. P
Unroasted ore 46.20 5.0 4.1
1 314tt :Magnetic 7.8 29.3 27.9 8.6 0.258 4.5 47.6 13.7 14.4
Non-magnetic 92.2 52.9 2.6 4.6 .136 95.5 52.4 86.3 85.6
Total 1.00.0 51.1 4.6 4.9 .146 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Unroasted ore 44.8 5.3 4.5
2 31 8" Magnetic 15.0 28.6 27.0 9.0 .227 5.5 74.9 27.4 24.0
N01'l-magnetic 85.0 52.2 1.6 4.2 .126 94.5 35.1 72.6 76.0
Total 100.0 48.7 5.4 5.0 .143 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Unrossted ore 44.8 6.3 3.7 •
3 3115" Magnetic 5.1 14.4 44.9 4.3 .210 2.0 37.1 5.9 7.6
Non-magnet1c 94.9 51.2 4.1 3.7 .140 98.0 62.9 94.1 g2.4
Total. 100.0 49.3 6.8 8.8 .. 144 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Unroasted ore 30.0 19.8 9.8 .170
4
- 1" Magnetic 38.7 12.4 45.8 12.0 .250 13.2 54.8 60.7 58.1
Non-magnetic 61.3 51.7 3.3 5.0 ·.118 86.8 45.2 39.3 41.9
Total 100.0 36.5 31.1 7.8 .173 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Unroasted ore 31.2 16.8 10.2 .162
5
-11 2ft Magnetic 30.9 4.0 55.2 12.7 .226 3.7 90.5 35.0 46.0
Non-magnetic 69.1 46.9 2.6 10.5 .Ug 97.3 9.5 65.0 54.0
100.0 33.3 18.9 U.2 .152 laO.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Unr~sted ore 38.5 li.4 4.8 .130
6
-11 4ft Magnetic 20.1 11.8 47.7 8.8 .099 5.5 82.6 31.7 17.8
Non-magnet1c 79.9 51.0 3.5 4.8 .U6 94.5 17.2 68.3 82.2
Total 100.0 43.1 li.6 5.6 .ll3 100.0 lOO.O 100.0 100.0
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Table xx. Roasting and Magneti c Tests on -1(2" to 10 Mesh Heavy
LiClUid Gravity Concentrates from Tennessee.
Ore Per Assay Per cent Per cent Total
No. Pro d u ~ t centWeight :MIl Fe Insol. P 1m Fe Insol. P
-
Heavy liquid gravity cone. 43.7 7.4 5.5
1 Magnetic concentrate 15.4 22.2 33.5 li.1 0.212 7.1 6g.3 32.0 17.0
Non-magnetic concentrate 84.6 52.85 2.7 4.3 .193 92.9 30.7 68.0 83.0
Total 100.0 48.1 7.4 5.4 .196 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Heavy liquid gran ty c OlC. 19.6 26.1 15.0
2 Magnetic c moentrate 80.5 14.7 58.5 17.0 .542 55.1 97.8 82.7 92.9
Non-m.e.gnetic c ancentrate 19.5 49.5 3.6 14.7 .107 44.9 2.2 17.3 7.1
Total 100.0 21.5 31.7 16.6 .296 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Heavy liquid gravity c me. 57.5 10.1 12.6
3 Magnetic ooncentrate 42.2 39.1 19.5 10.7 51 .254 51 37.5 51 73.3 33.3 7r(1.2Non-magnetic ccmcentrate 57.8 47.5 5.2 15.65 .265 62.5 26.71 66." 58.8
~ota.l 100.0 43.9 11.2 13.5 .260 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Kea.vy liquid gravity cone. 21.5 22.8 16.5 r
4 Magnetic concentrate 72.1 17.3 34.7 17.4 .479 49.1 94.0 71.0 77.7
Non-magnetic concentrate 27.9 43.2 5.8 18.4 .350 50.9 6.0 29.0 22.3
Total 100.0 24.5 26.6 17.7 .443 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Heavy liquid gra.vi ty cone. 44.1 7.5 7.6
5 Magnetic e alcentrate 24.7 32.3 24.8 10.6 .746 15.7 78.0 32.9 34.9
Non-mago.etic c alcentrate 75.3 56.8 2.3 7.1 .459 84.3 22.0 67.1 65.1
Total 100.0 50.7 7.9 8.0 .531 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Heavy liquid gravity cone. 31.7 15.3 15.6
6 Magnetic concentrate 48.4 21.8 29.8 18.1 .804 30.2 88.0 51.8 68.7
Non-magnetic 0 cncentrate 51.6 47.4 ~.a 15.8 .Z~ 69.8 12.0 4.8.2 31.3
!rotal 100.0 35.0 16.4 16.9 .566 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Heavy Ii quid gravi ty cone. 33.1 14.8 12.0
7 Magnetic concentra.te 43.5 23.2 31.5 14.3 .554 37.5 84.0 50.5 56.7
Non-megn etic concentra.te . 56.5 49.1 4.6 10.8 .325 62.5 16.0 49.5 43.3
Total J.OO.O 37.8 16.3 12.3 .425 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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Table XXI. fioat-and-Sink Tests on Manganese Ore from. Virginia.
Percent Assay Per cent Per cent Total
:Mesh Product Weight MIl Fe In8ol. P Mn Fe Insol.
Head sanple 35.1 16.8 12.6 0.045
Float on 2.92 3.2 2.4 16.9 64.6 0.2 3.2 22.2
-10 + 35
Sink in 2.92 96.8 37.6 16.2 7.5 99.8 96.8 77.8
Total 100.0 36.7 1609 9.3 100.0 100.0 100.0
Float on 2.92 14.3 2.2 5.1 86.1 1.0 4.4 65.1
-35 + 65
Sink in 2.92 85.'1 35.1 18.4 7.7 99.0 95.6 34.9
Total 100.0 30.4 16.5 18.9 100.0 100.0 190.0
Table XXII. Roasting and :Magnetic Test en Manganese Ore fran Virginia.
Percent .Assay Per cent Per cent TotalMesh Product Weight Mn. lP.e Insol. P llfn Fe Ins01. P
Sink in 2.92 38.6 18.8 'l~5 0.108
Roaster :reed
Magnetic 58.1 29.1 34.1 '1.9 .151 39.2 97.5 60.2 79.3
-10 + 35
:Non-magnetic 41.9 62.7 1.2 7.2 .055 60.8 2.5 39.8 20.7
'rotal 100.0 43.1 20.3 "7.6 .lll 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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Test lifo. 4 was pertol'med to show the effect of reduc-
ti en in size on locking. A gravity concentrate of 112-inch-to-
lO-mesh size was roasted and separated magnetically. A second sam-
pIe was redueed to pass through a 10 mesh screen and tlB la-to-
55 mesh size material was sep~ated into portions heavier and
lighter tban 2.92 specific gravity by use of heavy liqUids. The
:material which sank: in a liquid of 2.92 specific gravity was sub-
jeeted to a reducing roast and to magnetic separation as befo:re.
Table XXIII shows the results of this test.
Table XXIII. Magnetie Separation of Roasted Gravity Ooncentrates
From New ~:rl co.
Percent Assay Per cent Per cent TotalS i z e Product Weight
~ Fe Insol. Mn Fe Insol.
Magnetic 40.4 20.7 36.4 9.5 22.4 96.1 35.1
-11 2" + 10 mesh
Non;1agnetic 59.6 48.6 1.0 11.9 72..6 3.9 64.9
Total 100.0 37.3 15.3 10.9 100.0 100.0 100.0
Magnetic 30.1 19.1 37.4 9.5 13.6 91.4 35.1
- 10 + 65 mesh
Non-magnetic 69.9 51.9 1.5 7.5 86.4 8.6 64.9
Total 100.0 42.1 12.3 8.1 100.0 100.0 100.0
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Discussion of Results: These tests demonstrate the
efficacy of roasting and subseClmnt treatment with low intensity
magnetism for the separation of iran and manganese. Ore No.2,
in Table XX, assaying 19.6 per eent mnganese and 26.1 per cent
iron gives a eaneentrate in which 92.9 per cent of the manganese
is recovered with the inclusion or but 7.1 per cant of the iron.
In all cases reported the iron in the concentrate is within the
al1owab1e limit for :ferromanganese.
As may be s'l.U."lD.ised, the tests reported are the mes
giving the best results. Certain others give less promising re-
au!ts only because of interlocking or because of excessive amouDts
of phosph:orous, which are carried into the eoncentrate.
An. unusuaJ.1y high manganese c on tent of the magnet 10
portion in the case of the Tennessee and Virginia ores, Tables
XX and XXII, may be attributed to interlocking between i ron and
mangarese. The magnetic portion is not to be considered a waste
product. When considerable manganese is present and. when the
phosphorous and sili~a are low, it is good material for t he mak-
ing of spiege~e1sen. Less desirable material may be used in the
producti 01 of silieo-spiegel or marganiferous :pig iron.
Since most of the free silica has been eliminated by
granty methods, the silica content of the negnatie and non-mag-
netic portions is a measure of the locking of that substance
wi 1:h iron and mnganese, res];ectively. The relatively high in-
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soluble content o:t the magnetic portions leads to the conclusion
that silica shows a greater tendency to lock with iron than with
manganese. An exception to this rule may be seen in the ease of
Tennessee Ore No.3, Table XX, where two-thirds of the insoluble
is in the non~etic portion. In the ease of Tennessee Ores
Nos. 2, 3, 4. 6 , and 7, Table XX,. interlocking ot manganese and
silica is such as to preclude the use of these concentrates for
making ferromanganese. The low iron oontent makes them. suitable
material :tor the manui'actur6 o:f s ilico-man.ganese ..
The effect of crushing on ll'beration is shown in Test
No.4, Table XXIII. The coarse material, separated magnetically.
gives a concentrate assaying 11.9 per cent insoluble. The same
material crushed to a finer size gives a concentrate assaying
7.0 per cent insoluble. Crushing reduces the amount of silica
locked with the IlB.~anese from 11.9 per cent to 7.55 per cent.
Thus a material which gives a concentrate high in silica may
gi'Va good results if reduoed to a finer size.
The eccentricity of phosphorous is brought out in these
experiments. In the Georgia and Tennessee ores, Tables XIX and
XX, beneficiation in regard to phosphorous tollows beneficBtion
in regard to silica and iron. If phosphorous could be said to
follow anyone oonstituent, it is silica.. The proportions of
silica and phosphorous in the IDa.gnetic and non..-magnetic portions
are better than those of iroo and phosphorous..
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That phosphorous does not aJways follow ironmd silica
:may be seen in too experiment <n the Virginia are, Tables XXI
and XXII. It concentrates in the material that sinks in a li-
quid of" 2.92 specific gravity. Iron is of the same tenor in the
float· as in the sink, while most of the silica goes into the
float. Atterthe magnetizing roost the phosphorous apparently
follows the iron into the nagnetic portion.
Many concentrates otherwise am table are rendered un-
salable by the pmsence of phosphorous in excess of the permis-
sible l1mit o£. 0.25 per cent. An exanple of this is seen in
tm case of Ore No. {), Table XX. 1!he iron and silica in the
ccncentrate are low enough for that material to be usable for
ferromangarese. The phosphorous is 0.45 per cent, which is 0.2
per cent above the permissible limit.
A study 0 f the occurrence at phosphorous in manganese
ores and its behavior in their ccncentration was not possible
within the time allotted. Such a study would form a. very good
basis for a. separate research problem.
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SUMM..tffiy AIID COUCIDSICNS.
1. Gravi ty concentration offers a good method for the
elimination of free silica in manganese. Porous and earthy ores
may suffer considerable loss in wet concentration through the
effect. or lowered spacif'ie gravity and through sliming, owing
to their similar specific gravities; iron, if present, will fol-
low the manganese •
.2. Magnetic c <Ilcentration of raw ore is feasible when
the constituents are ma~anese and silica, and when the mineral.s
are brcken :!'ree. Iron, if present as hematite or limonite, can-
not be separated :fran the corresponding manganese oxides, due to
the similarity of their magnetic perm.eabilities.
3. An interesting fact brOJght out by these investiga-
t ions is that all manganese minerals are magnetically permeable
and susceptible to mf€D,etic concentration.
4. Roasting at 5000 O. in a reduoing atmosphere et-
recti va 1y renders the iron sufficiently permeable to m.a.lm a good
separation between iron and manganese by magnetic methods. •
5. Interlocking is often responsible ror failure to
make a good separation.
6. The behavior ot Ihosphorous is erratic; many con-
eentrates,otherwise good,are rendered unBalable by too high phos-
phorous content.
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7. The characteristics of the different manganese
or&8-bodles vary widely_ What 1 s good practice with one 1s not
necessarily so with another.
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